Car parking in residential apartment developments

The location, form and organisation of parking is designed considering site constraints, local context, apartment types, regulatory car parking requirements and feasibility.

Parking requirements should be determined in relation to the availability, frequency and convenience of public transport, or proximity to a centre in regional areas.

In designated accessible Sydney locations and nominated centres in regional NSW, the Apartment Design Guide applies a minimum requirement that is the lesser of either the relevant rate set out in the Guide to Traffic Generating Developments (GTTGD) or the council car parking requirement for residential apartment development.

Car parking requirements of the Apartment Design Guide

Part 3J Bicycle and car parking of the Apartment Design Guide sets out a range of objectives, design criteria and design guidance for car parking, car park design and facilities for other modes of transport in apartment developments. The guide introduces parking requirements for some sites in Metropolitan Sydney and nominated regional centres.

Objective 3J-1 states:

Car parking is provided based on proximity to public transport in metropolitan Sydney and centres in regional areas

The design criterion sets out measurable requirements for how this objective can be achieved in apartment developments, as follows:

For development in the following locations:

- On sites that are within 800m of a railway station or light rail stop in the Sydney Metropolitan Area; or
- On land zoned, and sites within 400m of land zoned, B3 Commercial Core, B4 Mixed Use or equivalent in a nominated regional centre

The minimum car parking requirement for residents and visitors is set out in the Guide to Traffic Generating Developments, or the car parking requirement prescribed by the relevant council, whichever is less

The car parking needs for a development must be provided off street

The nominated regional centres to which this design criteria applies are set out in Table 3 of the Apartment Design Guide. They are: Albury, Ballina, Batemans Bay, Bathurst, Bega, Bowral, Cessnock, Charlestown, Coffs Harbour, Dapto, Dubbo, Glendale-Cardiff, Gosford, Goulburn, Grafton, Lismore, Maitland, Morisset, Newcastle, Nowra, Orange, Port Macquarie, Queanbeyan, Raymond Terrace, Shellharbour, Tamworth, Taree, Tuggerah-Wyong, Tweed Heads, Wagga Wagga, Warrawong and Wollongong.

The Guide does not set any parking requirements for other locations in Sydney or regional NSW. In these areas, car parking requirements continue to be set by the relevant council.

Applying the rates of the Guide to Traffic Generating Developments

The Apartment Design Guide references the rates contained in the GTTGD, the following explains how the GTTGD rates are to be applied in Metropolitan Sydney and nominated regional centres.

The GTTGD prescribes car parking rates for residential flat buildings based on both the scale of development (whether it contains up to 20 units, or 20 or more units), as well as on location – whether the centre is a Metropolitan Regional Centre (CBD) or Metropolitan Subregional Centre.

While the GTTGD does not define either of these terms, this classification of centres relates to an earlier publication referenced in the GTTGD, namely Part 9 of the Metropolitan Parking Policy (Roads and Traffic Authority, November 1988).
Centres in Metropolitan Sydney

It is appropriate to use the current metropolitan strategy for Sydney, *A Plan for Growing Sydney*, to define the scale of centres. This approach is consistent with the policy intent of both the Metropolitan Parking Policy and the GTTGD.

Therefore, those centres defined in *A Plan for Growing Sydney* as a CBD, Regional City Centre or Strategic Centre should apply the *Metropolitan Regional Centre (CBD)* rates of the GTTGD, while the remaining Sydney centres serviced by railway or light rail stations should be classified as a *Metropolitan Subregional Centre* for the purposes of the GTTGD.

Nominated centres in regional NSW

Outside Sydney, a number of regional centres throughout NSW have been identified in Table 3 of the Apartment Design Guide as centres to which the design criteria for car parking applies. These regional centres have been nominated based on their status under the relevant regional strategies.

In these nominated regional centres the *Metropolitan Subregional Centre* rate should be applied for the purposes of the GTTGD.

Further Information


For further information please contact the Department of Planning and Environment’s information centre on 1300 305 695 or email sepp65@planning.nsw.gov.au